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A few years ago I was looking for something new in my work
and my time, and I came across The Bow of Light. My clinic
was going through some changes and I had been having
trouble with my practice. I was almost ready to say goodbye
to the profession, I was not sure that I could reinvent my life
as a practitioner. When I came across The Bow of Light I
realized that not only did I not have to leave the profession
but that I could broaden and deepen the scope of my practice
to include people from all walks of life. As I have done my own
healing and transformation I have also been working with
people from the spiritual and mystic realms. I could see a real
need for therapists and healers that could do this, I could not
find a therapist that would teach me how to do this. After
seeking every possible healer that I had my eye on and
watching them practice, I knew that the way I practice was
the way I should practice. I had begun writing, what would be
this book if not an exercise in healing modalities. I had never
even thought of writing my own book, but there was a number
of questions that I had asked myself and not really gotten an
answer. One reason that Barbara Brennan uses the term the
"hands of light" is because of her background and study of
Agni Yoga. The theory of Agni Yoga is based on the sacred
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Sanskrit verse, "the fire itself burns upon the invisible fire that
burns in the heart of all beings." According to Agni Yoga, the
human body is based on the Agni principle. Agni is the
element or force in the human body which is produced and
reproduced through metabolism. The human body is an
electrical, energetic organism. Therefore, the healing process
in Barbara Brennan's hands of light school of healing is based
on the electrical, energetic, spiritual aspect of human beings.
All humans are born with a chemical imbalance in their
"electrical" energy, and they must have a healing process to
release that imbalance.

Hands Of Light Barbara Brennan Pdf

the book is available in digital or hard copy form at
amazon.com, barnes and nobles and most other book stores.
the website features extensive information about barbara's
school, her teaching and practical instruction and contact
information. - how to develop and work with high sense

perception and its role in facilitating the clearing of blocks in
our energy fields - the role of the light body in facilitating the
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clearing of blocks in our energy fields - how to heal the self
and others you will learn about: - the nature of the creative
process and the reality of fourth-level reality - the light body
and how we have at our disposal a limitless energetic and

informational resource that we can use to aid in the healing of
ourselves and others - the importance of the light body and
the clarity of the spirit - the role of the grid and how to use it

to connect to our higher consciousness - the role of high sense
perception, the grid, the third eye, and the heart - the nature
of the creative process and how it works - how to develop and

work with high sense perception - the importance of
developing and maintaining a high degree of self-care - the
role of the environment and the subtle forces that interact

with our consciousness - how to heal the self and others - how
to find clarity and peace - how to bring about positive change
in our lives and the lives of others core light healing continues
barbara brennan's work with the new paradigm of the fourth

level of reality -- which includes healing the body, our
relationships, and our world. to fully understand this fourth
level, and how to heal with it, we need to be clear on the

concepts of the third and second level of reality, hands of light
and light emerging. this book is a must for any serious
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student of energy healing. it gives you the tools to become a
new healer yourself. 5ec8ef588b
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